Diagnosis and management of isolated pancreatic tuberculosis: recent experience and literature review.
The increased reporting of tuberculosis of the pancreas is related to a worldwide increase in tuberculosis and an increase in emigration from countries where tuberculosis is endemic into countries where more sophisticated healthcare and radiological imaging are available. Three recent cases of pancreatic tuberculosis in Auckland, New Zealand, emphasize that tuberculosis should now be included in the differential diagnosis of a pancreatic mass. Diagnostic indicators include emigration from, or recent travel to, a country where tuberculosis is endemic, the association of a pancreatic mass with fever, the presence of abdominal pain and a cystic pancreatic mass in a younger male. Radiological appearances might be similar to a mucinous cystic neoplasm or could show a pancreatic mass with involvement of peripancreatic lymph nodes or a mass centred in a peripancreatic lymph node. When the diagnosis is suspected an human immunodeficiency virus test and a comprehensive screening for tuberculosis at other sites should be performed. If tuberculosis is unable to be diagnosed then pancreatic biopsy and culture is indicated. Endoscopic ultrasound with fine needle aspiration for cytology is likely to become the preferred technique. Most patients have an excellent clinical response to standard antituberculosis regimens.